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Traditionally tax complexity was thought to be a luxury in which only the rich could revel. The poor would not
pay income tax, the middle class would have simple tax forms, and only the rich would have to deal with all
of the complexities of capital income taxation. No longer. Complexity is now a commodity to be shared among
individuals of all income classes. Perhaps it's not quite what some of our ancestors thought of when they
spoke of the "leveling" spirit, but I guess it does prove that democracy's warts, as well as its values, can be
shared.

Of course, it is easy in the abstract to attack complexity. But if something is to be done about it, we must
understand how it arises. Our elected officials certainly do not seek complexity, but they do not give due
weight to processes that would attach greater importance to simplification. A case in point is the refundable
child credit in the 2001 legislation.

During the legislative process leading to enactment, a number of members of Congress and private groups
sought relief for those with incomes too low to pay income tax. The result was a provision that allows the
new child credit to be partially refundable, along with the retention of an alternative method of calculating a
refundable child credit for taxpayers with more than two children. But combining this new credit with the
refundable earned income tax credit (EITC), while retaining an alternative child credit, adds whole layers of
complexity to a tax system for low- and moderate-income Americans that is already among the most complex
possible.

If Congress wants to channel refundable dollars to this portion of the population, three options could achieve
roughly the same distributional and revenue effects:

Simplest of all, adjust the EITC—in particular, by slowing down the rate at which the credit phases out,
which for many taxpayers effectively adds a 21 percent tax rate on additional earnings.
Next most simple, add on the new refundable child credit but remove the older, scarcely used, and
exceedingly complex form of the refundable child credit that applies to households with more than two
children.
Not so simple, add a new refundable child credit, but give taxpayers the option of the alternative child
credit if they have more than two children, and add these two child credit calculations to the EITC
calculation already required.

Almost all analysts and students of tax policy, conservative or liberal, Republican or Democrat, agree that the
first option would work best and the second would be the next most preferable. Congress, nonetheless, chose
the third, most complex, option. Bad intentions weren't at play, but simplicity didn't receive its due. Here
were the logical steps that led to the final result:

First, President Bush and leaders of Congress wanted to prevent the tax bill from being overwhelmed with
additional provisions. They sought to limit amendments only to the main items put forward by the
president (for example, rate relief, the child credit, marriage penalty relief). They interpreted this process
rule to mean that major amendments to the EITC, other than marriage penalty relief, were not allowed.
Second, substantial dollars were being offered in the form of a child credit. Many thought it would be easier
to explain that low-income households would get some portion of the new child credit rather than that
taxable households would get the child credit but that others would get a slower phaseout of the EITC. In
fact, the EITC is close to a child credit in design, although its phase-in and phase-out schedules would have
to be adjusted to achieve roughly the same net result.
Third, the spirit of the tax bill was one of "creating no losers." Every tax break was to be a reduction in
rates or an additional credit or deduction patched onto the existing system—no one would face additional
tax. Hence, Congress decided also to keep an old child credit for those with more than two dependents to
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cover the few cases in which that calculation might yield a higher credit than the new refundable child credit.

Note that each of the first two goals—to circumscribe what would be considered in the bill and to grant some
share of new credits to lower-income individuals—is perfectly reasonable when considered by itself. The
problem is that simplicity was not given some weight in the process; no one had strong authority to come
forward with easier ways to pursue the goals. The third objective—creating no losers anywhere—almost
guarantees that systems will grow more complex, since any new option can't rule out any old one.

Simplification is possible here. The Joint Committee on Taxation's recent recommendation to create a
common definition of qualifying child for many provisions affecting households with children is a solid one that
is long overdue. The benefits from dependent exemptions, child credits, alternative child credits, earned
income tax credits, and perhaps even the head of household schedule could be combined into a single credit
that phased in like the EITC and then leveled out in a single credit that made the necessary adjustments for
the presence of children. Of course, there would be some winners and losers, as is almost always the case
when true simplification is being considered. Still, the gains would be substantial not only for most taxpayers
affected but for IRS enforcement as well.
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